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The position of the center of gravity of the Fe57 NMR in Gdx Y'_xFe2 has a discontinutiy as a function of 
the Gd concentration near the compensation point. This discontinuity can be attributed to a change in the 
magnetization of the conduction electrons. Analysis of the conduction-electron spin density distribution 
indicates that indirect exchange between the iron and gadolinium atoms takes place via delocalized d 
electrons. 

Intermetallic compounds of rare earths with 3d 
transition elements are very promising magnetic 
materials from the point of view of practical applica
tions. It is also important to investigate these sub
stances in connection with the development of modern 
theoretical ideas concerning magnetism. The theory of 
indirect exchange via conduction electrons developed by 
Ruderman, Kittel, Kasua, and Yosida (the RKKY theory) 
is frequently invoked to explain the magnetic properties 
of such compounds(1). However, this theory gives only 
qualitative agreement with experiment, Owing, appar
ently, to the crudeness of the free-electron model. 

The spin-density distribution of the collectivized 
electrons must be investigated in order to determine 
the type and characteristics of the interaction of the 
atomic spins with one another. We have investigated the 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of iron nuclei in 
GdxY1-xFe2 compounds. The alloy specimens were 
prepared in the laboratory of O. P. Elyutin at the 
TsNIIChERMET (Central Scientific Research Institute 
for Ferrous Metallurgy)[2). The NMR spectra were 
recorded at 4.2"K with a spin echo spectrometer. The 
first and second pulses were 10 JJ. sec long; the pulses 
were applied at a repetition rate of 1 sec-1 with a delay 
of 60 JJ. sec between the two pulses of a pair. Measure
ments were repeated on different batches of alloy over 
the entire range of composition. 

The NMR spectra of the GdFe2 and YFez specimens 
each consists of two lines with a 3 : 1 intensity ratio, 
corresponding to the two inequivalent positions of the 
iron atoms in the crystal lattice. The hyperfine field 
strengths at the Fe 57 nuclei were 240 ± 5 kOe for Fe I 
and 255 ± 5 kOe for Fe II in GdFe2, and 220 ± 5 and 
210 ± 5 kOe in YFe2, in good agreement with previously 
published data[S). The lines of specimens of intermedi
ate composition broaden somewhat on approaching the 
composition x = 0.5, the broader lines being observed 
for the specimens with a low degree of Gd substitution; 
this indicates that there is a dipole contribution from 
the gadolinium atoms to the local field at the iron nuclei. 
Knowing the lattice constant and the structural type of 
the crystal, OI~e can estimate the dipole contributions(4). 
The calculations show that the dipole contribution from 
the gadolinium ions does not exceed 10 kOe. The fact 
that the line width reaches 2 MHz in the Gdo.sY o.sFez 
specimen indicates that there is a contribution to the 
hyperfine field from the conduction electrons. 

The manner in which the center of gravity of the 
NMR lines shifts with varying Gd content is shown in 
the figure. The figure also shows the gadolinium-con-
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tent dependence of the m.agnetic moment of the iron as 
calculated from magnetization measurements on the 
assumption that the magnetic moment of Gd is 7.0 JJ.B. 
It is evident from the figure that the hyperfine field 
varies in proportion to the magnetic moment except for 
a small but sudden step (discontinuity) near the gado
linium concentration Xc = 0.43. Our magnetic measure
ments showed that at 4.2°K the magnetic moment mf of 
the gadolinium sublattice is equal to the magnetic mo
ment md of the iron sublattice at this concentration, 
so that the saturation magnetization passes through a 
minimum as a function of the gadolinium concentration 
at Xc = 0.43. We find that mf> md when x> 0.43 and 
mf < md when x < 0.43. Thus, the discontinuity in the 
hyperfine field indicated by the figure takes place when 
the concentration passes through the magnetic compen
sation point xc. This discontinuity in the hyperfine field 
strength can be related to a change in the magnetization 
of the conduction electrons near xc' To see this let us 
write the following expression for the exchange energy 
of the two sublattices by analogy with the s-d exchange 
theory(5): 

e (mil md, m.l =-'/.Allmt'-'/2Addml-Aldmdmf 
-A.fmjm,-A,dmdm,+1/2AFm,2, (1 ) 

where mf and md are the magnetizations of the f and 
d sublattices, ms is the magnetization of the conduction 
electrons, the Aij are the effective exchange parame
ters, and AF = NSJJ.B/XPauli. By minimizing this ex
preSSion for the equilibrium values of the magnetiza
tion we can find an expression for the effective field 
acting on each of the sublattices: 

t [A.fA.d A.'I ] [ A"f ] Heff= Ald+---Atf'--· ml+ Atf+-· - <p(x-xJ, 
AF AF AF 

H e;f= [A dd+ A.~/ AF-~Afd-6A'fA.d/ AF 1 md+[Ald+A;d/ AF1<p (x-x.,), 
(2) 

where ~ = (1 + Asd/ AF)/( 1 + Asrl AF) and cp(x - xc) 
is a function of the concentration that is odd about the 
point x = xc' 

Making use of the relation 

A.lmf+A'dmd A'I [ + A.. 1 
rna = AF = AF m, ~mt1 , 

and assuming that Asd ~ Asf, we can obtain an equa
tion of the form 

m.=R+K<p(x-Xc) , 

(3) 

(4) 

in which Rand K are certain combinations of the effec
tive exchange parameters. Equation (4) shows that the 
direction of the magnetization of the conduction elec
trons must change sign when the concentration passes 
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through the compensation point. Since the s-like conduc
tion electrons have a finite density of states in the 
vicinity of the Fe nuclei, passage through the compensa
tion point must clearly be accompanied by a sharp 
change in the hyperfine field. The observed change, 
however, is very small; this means that the denSity of 
states of collectivized s electrons at the iron nuclei 
is very low. Moreover, it is known[6,7] that the iron 
sublattice induces a considerable hyperfine field at the 
gadolinium nuclei, this induced field being in the posi
tive direction (with respect to the direction of the Gd 
magnetic moment). At the same time, our measure
ments reveal no similar sudden change with concentra
tion in the hyperfine fields at the Gd and Y nuclei[2]. 

Thus, we find that the collectivized electrons have a 
finite density at the gadolinium nuclei and a low density 
at the iron nuclei, i.e., they are described by p- or 
d-type wave functions that have nodes where the iron 
nuclei lie. This means that the exchange between the 
gadolinium and iron sublattices in GdFe2 takes place 
via delocalized d electrons; this is in accordance with 
the conclusions reached in[8] for compounds of iron with 
silicon and aluminum. The hypothesis that the exchange 
between the d and f sublattices takes place via de
localized d electrons is also confirmed by the high 
Curie points of compounds of iron with rare-earth 
metals (7800 K for GdFe2)' The Curie points of pure 
rare-earth metals, in which the exchange interaction 
takes place via the polarization of the conduction elec
trons, do not exceed 300o K. 

It is very interesting to compare the hyperfine fields 
at the iron nuclei in GdxY1-xFe2 alloys and in Fe-Si 
and Fe-AI alloys[O,lO]. In the table we give estimates 
of various contributions to the hyperfine field Hhf at 
the Fe 57 nuclei under the condition that the proportion
ality constant between the hyperfine field Hhf and the 
magnetic moment iJ. Fe is the same for the Fe-Si alloys 
as for the GdxY1-xFe2 alloys. Here it is assumed that 
the hyperfine field at the iron nuclei can be expressed 
in the form 

Il:;=Hep+H:;igh+H~~igh + Hj;tr , 

wh~re Hep is the hyperfine,field due to exchange polari
zahon of the s shell of the Iron atom under the action 
of its magnetic moment; H~St is the hyperfine field 

. d . In r assocIate WIth the polarization of the 4s electrons by 
the intrinsic magnetic moment of the atom' and H Fe. h 

Gd ' neig 
and Hneigh are the field induced by the neighboring 
iron and gadolinium atoms, respectively. 

The agreement shown in the table between the calcu
lated value of the hyperfine field at the Fe 57 nuclei and 
its experimental value also confirms the assumption of 
exchange ordering of the magnetic moments via de
localized d electrons. 

We note in this connection that the calculation of 
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Hyperfine field at the Fe s7 nuclei 
(circles) and the magnetic moment of 
the Fe atoms (triangles) in GdxYl-x 
Fe2 versus Gd concentration x. 
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lattice sums by the RKKY interaction method leads to 
very low values for the Fermi energy (Ef < 3 eY). 
Calculations based on Friedel's theory[ll] with the use 
of an effective mass of the d carriers would therefore 
be of interest. 

In concluding we wish to express our gratitude to 
Professor K. P. Belov for discussing the results, and 
to G. Y. Pshechenkova and Y. P. Taratynov for prepar
ing the specimens. 
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